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GTI accepts interns on a semester basis. If you are interested in applying for an internship, please visit GTI’s website www.globaltaiwan.org/opportunities/ for more information.

To learn about membership, please contact us at memberships@globaltaiwan.org.

For media inquiries, please contact us at media@globaltaiwan.org.
VISION

Our vision is to raise awareness, deepen affinity, and create opportunities for strengthening the relationship of Taiwan, its people and culture, with the international community.

MISSION

GTI’s mission is to enhance the relationship between Taiwan and other countries, especially the United States, through policy research and programs that promote better public understanding about Taiwan and its people.

ABOUT US

The Global Taiwan Institute (GTI) is a private non-profit policy incubator located in the nation’s capital, Washington, D.C. The organization is a 501(c)(3) supported by Taiwanese and Americans of Taiwanese descent.

THE ROLE OF GTI AS A THINK TANK FOR ENHANCING U.S.-TAIWAN RELATIONS IS NOW MORE IMPORTANT EVER TO MAINTAIN PEACE AND STABILITY IN THE INDO-PACIFIC REGION

Wen-yen Chen, Chairperson

PROGRAMS

To realize the vision and mission of GTI, our starting line-up of programs include:

Global Taiwan Brief
A bi-weekly publication offering expert analyses on issues related to Taiwan policy, U.S.-Taiwan relations, and Taiwan-China ties using primary materials.

Public Seminars
Regular events that address Taiwan’s role in the broader policy debates with a focus on both traditional and non-traditional issues.

Fellowships
We offer a variety of opportunities to facilitate academic and scholarly exchange in the form of funded fellowships based in Washington D.C. and in Taiwan.

Annual Symposium
Our flagship program, an annual symposium on U.S.-Taiwan policy.

If you are interested in publishing with GTI in the Global Taiwan Brief, please send your CV and a writing sample to contact@globaltaiwan.org.
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1836 Jefferson Place NW
Washington, D.C. 20036